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Brunsons track charges gowhat should be their first victory of the season asas
after vhat
onthey play host to AM and LSU in a triangular meet on
onon
o f their running strength wethe Rice track On the basis of
we
are picking the Owls as narrow favorites
over the fieldfavoritesover
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event conscious Aggies and a youthful LSU squad in thethethe
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all
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RicesThe hurdle duel between Rices
Longhornorman Charlton and Longhorn
Norman
Orman
toCunningham also failed
to
Ray CuDIlingham
ailed
f
display
materialize as Charlton displaying an early
form
ar y season lack of formthewas soundly beaten in both the
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highs and the lows°
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broad jumpthe
however
camein
howver
Moseley
where thanks to Dale Moseleythe
Rice hag
has had a monopolyfor thetake ¬
past
wo years Hitting the take1Iast two
lmostalmostpU board outtr of stride almost
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every jump the best Moseleyfor
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Thus knowing the worst 31USTwithbehin4 them the Owls with
be behind
and
the promise of better weather andcom
harder work pick on milder combegin
petition Saturday as they beginrexarexa
Texas
tuning up for the upcoming Texasto
relays and their opportunity toin
flex their sprinting muscles inthe 440 and 880 relays
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